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Introduction 
 

With all the fun stuff happening in the modern sports world, from cycling, to basketball, to 

synchronized basket weaving (yeah, I made that up), everybody should know that using steroids 

is wrong. But us BIM users, we haven’t figured that out yet…we like to CRANK up our software, 

to be faster, stronger and better than anybody else…and Revit is no different than any other tool 

we use. 

Seriously, Revit 2013 represents the next generation of building information modeling software 

for the design industry. At first blush, it didn’t really seem like things were that much different. 

But the more I get into this, the more I find. The one thing I can say is that I learn something 

new every day, and it’s time to share it with you. 

In this session, we’re going to cover some new stuff. First up, we’ll take a look at how to get 

those pesky valves and pipe fittings looking the way we want. Those single lines have been a 

little funky, but we can make them look a lot better.  

Next, we’ll take a look at some tips for customizing panel schedules and other types of electrical 

data, to make sure everything is showing up correctly. Following that lesson will be a 

demonstration on editing duct fittings and accessories, to make your layouts pop. And the last 

section will cover day-to-day tips to help you rage through a project. 

So fasten your seat belts, roll up your sleeves, and prepare to get injected – we are getting our 

Revit on STEROIDS!!! 
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Editing Piping Accessories for Schematic/Single/Double Line Graphics  
 
If there’s one area Revit MEP needs a little help, it’s in the Single Line to Double Line view 

displays. The addition of pipe placeholders in the 2012 release really helped out, but a lot of the 

valves and fittings still needed some help. Several of these tips are the brainchild of Emy 

McGann, one of the top Revit MEP specialists I know – so if you ever see her online, or 

anywhere, tell her thanks – she’s a genius.  

Editing Tick Symbols for Pipe Fittings 

Let’s take a look at the how this works out of the box. In the image below, I created a pipe type, 

Chilled Water Flanged that includes Carbon Steel 150 fittings and flanges. From a Medium 

detail view, this is what you get with 6” pipe (in a single line display): 

 

I don’t know about you, but this ain’t what we’re looking for. The tick marks on the flanges are 

not that same as the tick marks on the fittings, so how do we fix this? 

The first thing to understand is how Revit uses annotation scale. When a view is set to coarse or 

medium detail, Revit displays the single line representation. Usually, this is a model or symbol 

line that is embedded in the file. If the project is set up to use annotation scale, then the symbols 

change size when the scale changes: 
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 But if change scale in this view, the relative size of the flange to the fitting doesn’t change – this 

is how we know that the flange and fittings have different settings.  

So we’ll start by editing the flange itself: 

 

 

From the family, take a look at the model. You’ll see a model line in the view. There are two 

types of lines that can be included in a family. 
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Model lines are actual 3D lines, and behave similar to a solid. Symbol lines are 2D lines that 

only appear from the point of view they are defined in, such as plan or section. SO you need to 

know how the graphic was defined in order to be able to control it. 

In this case, the flange uses a model line. When you select a model line, you can use the 

Visibility/Graphics settings to control where the line will be displayed. In this case, the model line 

will show up in a 3D and plan view, since it was defined along the reference level. You would 

not see this line from a side view, since it’s display is disabled: 

 

 

 

Let’s apply a little logic – in my world, flanged fittings such as this type, which is used to connect 

a pipe to a fitting, doesn’t need to include the model line. The simple solution is to remove it 

from this family. Since I’ve saved one for you to use with the class materials, this would be how 

it appears in the project: 
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The flange on the bottom still contains the line – but the flange on the right side doesn’t in 

medium or coarse detail levels. At a fine detail level, you can still see the flange, so we know it’s 

there. 

How about the fitting? Those tick marks are a little small, so how do I change their size? This is 

also controlled by the family, so let’s edit it. 

In the elbow family, I changed to the ref level plan view, and turned off “thin lines” so you can 

really see the model lines. To make it a little clearer, I also changed the scale to 6” = 1’-0”, so 

the parameter text is smaller. 

 

 

 

The model line that represents the tick mark in this fitting is controlled by a “tick size” parameter. 

This parameter looks at the size of the fittings, and specifies a length value for the tick. The 

settings for this are found in the Family Types dialog: 
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The tick mark uses a formula that multiplies the length of the tick mark to the actual outside 

diameter distance of the flange. Let’s edit this formula, and change the value to .75.  

 

 

After making the change, this is how the tick mark would appear:  

 

 

So you can make adjustments to the multiplier to make the tick mark longer or shorter. In my 

case, I prefer it to be a little shorter, so adjust this as you need to. Regardless of the scale, the 

tick size will always be the same actual length based on the flange outside diameter. Here’s one 

at a multiplier of .5: 
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One note – when importing a family where you’ve edited any value of the parameters, make 

sure you select the option to override parameter values during loading. 

 

 

Now that this family has been, you can start to learn a few more sophisticated techniques for 

pipe accessories. 
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Using Annotation Symbols for Accessories in Plan Views 

In this lesson we’ll take a look at a ball valve. We need to use a different symbol that also can 

adjust its size as the scale of a view is changed. Here’s what the default symbol looks like: 

  

The first problem is that this symbol doesn’t match what we use for a standard, which is based 

on ISA. Another problem occurs when you change your point of view – when you switch to an 

elevation view, this is what you see: 

 

Obviously, we should be seeing a symbol here. We need to do a little editing to make this look 

correct. As with the elbow, let’s edit the family. I’ve started one already, the AU – Ball Valve – 

2-6 Inch.rfa.  

I’ve already done a little editing to remove the existing symbol. There are a couple of key items 

you need to know about adding the symbol linework to a model. First, we can add a nested 

symbol or symbolic lines to a model. The difference between the symbolic lines and model lines 

is that symbolic lines can adjust their size for scale, since they are considered annotative 

elements. Model lines, on the other hand, are created as-is – so if you change the scale of the 

drawing, they will NOT resize themselves. 
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Start by adding a nested symbol that represents the ball valve (in the materials, look for the 

family Ball Valve Symbol.rfa). If you open the family, you’ll see I added a few reference planes 

and dimensions so you can edit the size as needed. The symbol also includes masking regions, 

so anything below the pipe will be hidden: 

 

 

 

After you make any changes, use Load into Project, to place it into the valve family. Once the 

nested family is loaded, you can drag it from the Project Browser to place it in the Ref Level plan 

view: 
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Make sure the symbol is snapped to the intersection of the two reference planes. Before you 

load this into a project, you need to check the visibility graphics settings of the symbol. Select it, 

and go to the Properties palette. When you select Edit, make sure you only have this visible in 

the coarse and medium detail views: 

 

 

Select OK. Now let’s test it out and load it into the current project. We’ll place an example on our 

pipe line so you can see the difference: 
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As you adjust the scale, the symbol will change size to match, since we made this with a nested 

annotation symbol. But if you go to an elevation or section view, you won’t see the symbol. We’ll 

cover this in our next section. 

Adding Model Symbology for Elevation and Section Views 

Nested annotation symbols can only be placed in a plan view, so you have to create model lines 

for elevations and sections. These can be added directly to the valve model, so here’s what it 

looks like from a front elevation view (in the course materials, look for the file AU - Ball Valve - 

2-6 Inch - Complete.rfa): 
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Here I’ve added the model lines, and constrained them to the body reference planes – if the 

valve gets bigger or smaller, the model lines will move as well. I also added a couple more 

horizontal reference planes, and constrained the ends of the diagonal lines so they move up 

and down with the plane. 

There are two dimensional parameters to help control the size, and use the parameters that 

control the body diameter and radius. This helps make the size of the symbol consistent. So, if 

the body size is changed, the symbol is changed: 

 

 

Make sure the visibility graphics settings for these lines are set to only show up in the front and 

back elevation views, and at the coarse and medium detail levels: 
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Once you’ve made these changes, save the family and load it into a project. When the valve is 

placed in the model, you’ll see this from the front and back views: 

 

The only issue with this is the symbol will NOT adjust for scale – it shows the symbol at actual 

size, to match the connections on the part. While this may not be ideal for single line views, it’s 

better than the “no symbol” we had before. 

One other suggestion – take the symbols for actuators out your valve bodies. We have separate 

families for these, so they can be swapped out as needed. This also limits the amount of valve 

family combinations you need to create, as the actuators can be used on any type of valve 

body. 

With a few tweaks, and a bit of testing, you can vastly improve the quality of your documents. 

Try these tips out, and see how well they work for you! 
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Editing Electrical Panel Schedules and Shared Parameters 
 

In Revit, the electrical features continue to improve in the 2013 release but there a few tips you 

need to follow, to make these work for you. Let’s take a look at how the templates for panels are 

optimized, and get the data to appear the way you need. The materials for the course include a 

new template, AU-MEP.rte. From this file, we’ll start by looking at the default panel schedules. 

Adding Electrical Circuiting Parameters to a Schedule 

In this first section, we’ll learn how to add wire sizes from a circuit to a branch panel schedule. 

From the Manage tab, select the Panel Schedule Templates > Edit Template tool: 

 

For normal 3 phase branch panels, select the Branch Panel template, and then pick Open 
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The default branch panel will appear: 

 

There are a couple of settings you need to be aware of. Since this schedule is a “mirrored 

schedule, items that are modified on the left column are duplicated on the right. To test this, 

place your mouse over the dividing line between Circuit Description and Trip. If you drag the 

column divider, one column will shrink while the other grows: 
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The schedule settings include a fixed width for the schedule, which is set under template 

options: 

 

If you select General Settings, you can set the width, which is based on actual size when placed 

on a sheet. You can also tell the schedule to show the number of slots based on a fixed range 

of numbers, or based on the actual number of one-pole breakers that are assigned to the 

schedule: This value helps to set the height of the schedule: 

 

If you want to add another column, close the options dialog. We’ll pick the Trip rating column by 

selecting a cell. From the Modify Panel Schedule Template tab, select the Insert Column > 

Right of Selected tool: 
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The column is added to both sides of the schedule: 
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Next, change the formatting by highlighting all the cells in the column. From the ribbon, select 

the Edit borders tool. When the dialog appears, select both the inside and outside lines option, 

using the Thin Lines line style: 

 

Select OK.  

 

This will change only the selected column, so repeat the steps for the other column: 
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Now that the column is defined, you can add the parameter. We like for our panel schedules to 

include the wire size, so select one of the cells. When the cell is selected, the Add Parameter 

tool is activated on the ribbon: 

 

Select Add Parameter. Pick the Wire Size parameter that is associated with the electrical loads 

group: 
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The parameter is now associated with the schedule. You can continue to edit the header for 

fonts and alignment: 

 

The final version should appear similar to this: 
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Here’s a tip about wire sizes – there are several factors that Revit uses to size wires, including 

the load assigned to the devices, the power factor, load classification, demand load and wire 

type. The wire type controls what wires appear in the schedule. We recently had a support case 

where the equipment on the circuit did not need to show a neutral in the wire size column. To 

correct this, we made a new wire type. From the Manage tab, select MEP Settings > Electrical 

Settings: 

 

Since we don’t show the name of the wire type in anywhere in a project, the default THWN wire 

type could be duplicated. Next, we set the settings to match, with the exception of the neutral 

multiplier being set to 0, and the Neutral Required option being unchecked: 
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Once this wire type is assign to a circuit, the schedule will not show the third wire: 

 

And that’s all there is to it – no more excuses… 
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Editing Scheduling Data Formatting and Units 

Let’s take a look at how an motor control center schedule would be created. From the panel 

schedule templates tool, select Manage Template. Change the template type to Switchboard. 

Select the Duplicate icon, and create a new template named MCC: 

 

Select OK to leave this dialog. Use the Edit Template tool to change this template. 
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Let’s look at how a default value is overridden in the schedule. Select one of the load <val> 

cells: 

 

Select the Format Unit tool – this becomes active when a cell is selected: 

 

Revit supports a variety of units in a project. For example, if you wanted the schedule to report 

the load in kVA instead of VA, you could select this as the default unit: 
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You don’t have to make adjustments to the data associated with the part – Revit will convert the 

unit values automatically. You can also override the unit symbol to show the kVA abbreviation, 

or no abbreviation in the schedule. Since I prefer to show just the unit value, set this to None. 

Set the decimal places to 2: 

 

Now the schedule will appear with the correct unit format. 

Adding Shared Parameters for Electrical Circuits 

Recently, we came across a more obscure problem. In our MCC schedules, we wanted to have 

a value that represents horsepower in a schedule for motors. Most families that come with 

Revit, or are supplied by vendors, already have a horsepower parameter associated with the 

type or instance. But a panel schedule can’t read this value, since it has to read values that are 
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assigned to electrical circuits. To rectify this, we created a shared parameter for Motor HP, that 

could be assigned to the part, but carried forward to the circuit. Let’s see how this works. 

From the manage tab, select the Project Parameter tool.  

 

Next, select Add. 

 

Select the Shared Parameter option. I’ve provided a small shared parameter file, AU MEP 

Parameters.txt, that includes a few options for electrical circuits. To add it, choose the Select 

option: 

 

Next, make sure you have the provided shared parameter file set as the default. You can 

browse and locate the file in the course materials. Once this is current, select the Motor HP 

value under the Electrical Circuits group: 
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Select OK. Here’s an important tip – the parameter data must be set to Instance, since all circuit 

information is specific to that one circuit. Make sure this is checked, and the group set to 

Electrical – Loads. 

 

The last step is specifying the categories the parameter is applied to. Let’s set this to apply to 

Electrical Circuits, Electrical Equipment and Mechanical Equipment. When you select OK, the 

parameters will be assigned to all elements in the project file in these categories. Select OK. 
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Repeat these steps, and add the other parameters for the MCC Section Number and MCC OCP 

values.  

 

Now that these are assigned, let’s create a circuit. Select a pump, and add a power circuit.  
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Select the MCC as the panel for the pump. 
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Now that the circuit is defined, let’s edit the panel schedule template. From the Manage tab, 

select the Edit Template tool for Panel Schedule Templates. Select Switchboard as the template 

type, and then pick the MCC template. 

Select a Frame Size cell, and then choose Insert Column > Left of Selected: 
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Next, select one of the new cells in the column. From the Parameters panel, select the Motor 

HP parameter: 

 

Once this is added, you can continue to add columns, and then add other parameters, such as 

the MCC Section Number and MCC OCP Values. You can also format the fonts, alignment, and 

manually edit the description values as needed: 
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Once these are applied, select Save changes. Next, select the MCC and then pick the Create 

Panel Schedules tool. Since this is defined as a switchboard, the Choose a Template dialog will 

show the MCC template. Select it and the schedule will appear: 

 

Since this works like any other schedule, you can select a cell and edit its values, since these 

are simply common number values.  

 

Now here’s the sticky part. Go back to the pump, and take a look at the instance parameters. 

Notice how the information is not automatically populated – that’s because the parameter, while 

being created from the same shared parameter, is applied to more than one category, it does 
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NOT mean that editing the circuit properties (what the schedule uses) will edit the specific 

mechanical equipment property. 

 

Instead of editing the value here, select the Electrical Circuits tab. Select the Edit Circuit tool, 

and you will see all the properties: 
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So there’s no way to directly link this information…directly…but you could link it in a SQL 

database…for more information, you’ll need to check out another class, MP1461… You Did 

What? AutoCAD® Revit® MEP and AutoCAD® P&ID? Amazing! 

Otherwise use both of these field to manually coordinate the data – by having my process 

engineer or mechanical engineer include the data in the family, it can be easily input by the 

electrical engineer, and quicker to get to than a spreadsheet! 

Customizing Duct Fittings for Unusual Parts 
 

This one is an easy one. Revit has created a larger variety of parts for use in a project, but 

every once in a while, you may find yourself looking for something unique. In this lesson, we’ll 

take a look at a few parts we made for our users, based on project requirements. 

Adding an Instrument Tap 

Here’s one that came up on a project. We needed to place an instrument tap for a sensor on a 

fitting, so we used a default tee to add the connection. Open the Rectangular Reducing Tee – 

DTL in the default library, in C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\RVT 2013\Libraries\US 

Imperial\Duct\Fittings\Rectangular\Tees. 

 

If you take a look at this part, it’s actually made up of three sweeps – one for each leg of the tee: 
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We want to add a connector, but to do this, you really need a solid to place the connector. From 

the ribbon, Create tab, select the Extrusion tool. When the tool appears, select the Set tool to 

select the work plane for the connector: 

 

When the Workplane dialog appears, choose the Pick a Plane tool. Select OK. 

 

Move your mouse around the top edge until you see the joined sweep surface: 
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After this work plane is set current, it serves as the host for the connector. If the surface moves, 

the connector will move. Select the circle option in the draw panel: 

 

This is the tricky part – you want to move your mouse along the back edge until you see a 

midpoint snap, but DON’T pick it: 

 

Slide your mouse towards the center of the connector – you’ll get a tracing line that will appear: 
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Move the mouse a little bit into the fitting, and then select a point. Once the center point is 

selected, add a 1” radius circle to define the connection size. Set the depth to -.5”: 

 

Select Finish to complete the solid and save the changes.  

The solid is now located. Next, we need to add a connector. From the Create tab, select the 

Electrical Connector. Make sure the Face option is selected, and then add the connector to the 

top of the solid: 
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Once it’s placed, change the properties of the connector so the system type is Controls and the 

description is Temperature Sensor: 

 

Click Apply. To use the part, go to the application menu, and select Save As. Save the part as 

Rectangular Reducing Tee - Sensor Connection.rfa.  

I’ve already loaded this one into a sample project. You can swap out any type of tee and replace 

it with one that has the control connection defined: 
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From here, you can add an instrument or create a controls circuit. The advantage to adding this 

type of a circuit is that it helps you place a physical reference, rather than just a generic tag. If 

the duct fitting is deleted or moved, the circuit is also deleted or moved.  

Adding a Variable Tap Length Duct Fitting 

Here’s another one that for some odd reason isn’t in here by default. And it’s so easy, it’s almost 

ridiculous. Open the Rectangular Elbow – Mitered – Transition.rfa. Set the Ref Level view 

current: 
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Each shoulder of the fitting uses the same label – Shoulder length. That means that if you edit 

one side, it will change the other. To make the changes independent of each other, select one 

of the parameters.  

 

Select Add Parameter. Change the parameter name to Shoulder Length Left. Make sure it’s 

set to instance for the parameter data, and then pick OK. 

 

To change the other parameter, simply open the Family Types dialog, and modify the name of 

the parameter: 
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And Voila! You have a variable length elbow that allows each leg of the fitting to be different 

lengths. 

 

 

Sometimes, it really is this easy… 
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And now for the all time favorites – POWER TIPS! 
 

At this time, I want to drag up some of my favorite stuff from AU classes gone by. No matter 

how much the program changes, these tools really do make life easier. And no, they don’t all 

have to do with electrical… 

While we may not cover all of them in the live class, I wanted to make sure you have them all 

here – so let’s get to it! 

Worksets 

Tip #1 - Make your decision to use worksets at the start of the job – and plan for it accordingly. 

You know how a project is started – but let’s look at fine tuning what we do. Let’s start by 

examining worksets – the buckets that hold the BIM water. I usually do this after setting up a 

project – but you can enable worksharing (the technical term for worksets) at any time during a 

project.  

After spending the time to get the model setup, it’s time to break the work up – because most 

MEP work is done by more than one user. Enter the workset – defined from Collaboration tab in 

Revit: 

 

We do make one small change – we keep shared levels and grids in their workset, but we name 

the initial workset Default, so it’s a little clearer to the users: 



 

With most smaller buildings, you can get away with single discipline worksets 

worksets for linked files, and break up disciplines based on who’s designing the system:
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With most smaller buildings, you can get away with single discipline worksets – 
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 but we also add 

worksets for linked files, and break up disciplines based on who’s designing the system: 
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Once we get into a multi-story building, we break the workset up by level, or work area if the 

building is larger than 25k square feet: 

 

What we DON’T do – and what I’ve seen on other projects – is have different approaches to the 

worksets. On one project, I saw the HVAC was broken up by level – but the electrical was 

divided into three worksets – lighting, panels and receptacles. It is critical to setup all projects 

the same way – so if you’re doing it by level, do it for all disciplines – even if they’re in separate 

projects for larger (re: > 50k-75k square feet). 

Once these are defined, select OK to exit the dialog. Even if you’ve done more than just define 

views, you can change the workset by selecting the objects, and then editing the workset: 
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It’s not the number of worksets that affect performance, it’s the number of open worksets – so 

more worksets give you more options to add users to a project.  

One of the big reasons why I like worksets better in the 2012 release is that I can turn items on 

and off by workset, and store the settings in a view template. In this case, I made a workset for 

the main process system and the chemical process system. To help make the views perform 

better, go to VG, the worksets tab – and turn off the chemical process system: 

 

So, in views like a 3D model, if I want to look at the first floor items only, I can hide everything 

but the first floor. Next, I can leverage View templates in the project – to create a preset view 

that others can use. Once you edit the workset visibility, go to the project browser – right click 

on the view, and pick Create View Template from View: 
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Tip #2 – Workset Visibility can only be controlled in View templates in a project that has 

worksharing enabled. 

 

While I’m in the view templates dialog, I can edit other templates and setup each of the view 

types. We’ll talk more about view templates later, but this is how the worksets can be leveraged 

to control how the project views will appear, earlier in the project. 

One area where we have frequent issues with is the users not setting the worksets current – so 

you need to check the bottom of your screen: 

 



 

Your current workset is listed at the top 

one, you have to make sure you go to the worksets dialog, and make the worksets you want to 

work in editable. 

Worksharing Display Options 

All Revit products have a feature related to worksharing that hel

working on what. On the view control bar, check out the 

The Workshare display options allow users to color code items that belong in worksets. For 

example, you can tell the program to display workse
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Your current workset is listed at the top – along with the rest of the worksets. In order to pick 

one, you have to make sure you go to the worksets dialog, and make the worksets you want to 

All Revit products have a feature related to worksharing that helps you keep track of who’s 

working on what. On the view control bar, check out the Worksharing Display options:

 

options allow users to color code items that belong in worksets. For 

example, you can tell the program to display worksets by predefined colors: 
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long with the rest of the worksets. In order to pick 

one, you have to make sure you go to the worksets dialog, and make the worksets you want to 

ps you keep track of who’s 

options: 

options allow users to color code items that belong in worksets. For 
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On the view control bar, select the Worksets options for Workshare display – now my plan view 

color-codes what items belong in the specific worksets: 

 

You also have other options available: 

• Checkout status shows you who is working on specific worksets: 
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• Owners shows who is listed as the current workset owner: 

 

 
 

• And model updates show any changed or deleted items: 

 

 

So you can turn this on in individual views to help you get an idea of who’s working – and who’s 

the one to blame… 
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Getting the Right Point of View 

Views can make or break a project - being consistent is the key. The view represents each plan, 

section, elevation and detail that’s placed on a sheet, so cutting down on repetitive tasks, and 

using the tools to streamline the process, is essential to the job. 

View Templates 

We talked about view templates in the first section, when we were defining our worksets. For 

most projects, view templates should always be defined in your template. You can access this 

tool from the View tab: 

 

Let’s take a look at the view templates I’ve already defined for you here – these settings control 

all types of properties in a view: 



 

For my own project template, I left the default view templates, and renamed them so

they were the ones that came in the 

templates). 

Tip #3– Start all your MEP Templates from Systems Default 

release. 

Set your defaults based on the type of view 

scale, shown at medium detail, in the 

Model Categories 

The VG Overrides make up the bulk of the settings 

annotation, imported CAD layers, and view filters. Select the 
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For my own project template, I left the default view templates, and renamed them so

they were the ones that came in the Systems-Default.rte (which is the basis for all of my MEP 

Start all your MEP Templates from Systems Default – and update with each new 

Set your defaults based on the type of view – for example, my mechanical plans are usually 

, in the mechanical discipline and HVAC sub-discipline folder.

make up the bulk of the settings – these settings control model object styles, 

annotation, imported CAD layers, and view filters. Select the edit button for Overrides Model
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For my own project template, I left the default view templates, and renamed them so I’d know 

(which is the basis for all of my MEP 

and update with each new 

for example, my mechanical plans are usually 1/8” 

discipline folder. 

these settings control model object styles, 

Overrides Model: 
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From here you can turn on and off the visibility of MEP, architectural and structural components. 

You can also override the default settings for linework in a plan, hatch patterns, and section cut 

behavior.  

Tip #4 – Turn on the Show Categories from All Disciplines – and make sure you turn edit any 

architectural and structural features as needed. Also change the detail level to coarse for these 

items to show lower detail in fine and medium detail views. 

Tip #5 – The Ghost Surface feature lets you see through other components much easier than in 

previous releases – set it for 3D views. 

Let’s say we don’t want to see hatch patterns in walls in the Plan - Mechanical view. Scroll down 

to walls, and pick the line- pick Override for patterns under projection/surface. Turn off the 

Visible option for patterns: 
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That takes care of the model categories…but we’re not done yet. 

Annotation Categories 

Most users spend the time and focus on the model components, but you’ve got to take care of 

annotation categories. In most cases, annotations don’t carry from one view to the next, so you 

would think there’s nothing here you need to check – but here’s a couple where we get burned: 

Tip #6 – Turn off reference lines and reference planes in section views. 

Reference lines and planes come in handy when you’re trying to line items up – for example, 

they make the creation of stairs easy. But when you’re working section views, you don’t 

necessarily want to see these – especially if you’re working at elevation. I usually turn these off 

in the template, but can always turn them on individually as needed: 
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One item to note – most of the time, the reference planes live in the structural and architectural 

models. Turning them off at the annotation level turns them off for all views, but you can use the 

Revit Links tab, and pick a linked file. Once you’ve got the link selected, change the default 

setting to Custom instead by host view.  

 

Pick the annotation tab, set the annotation categories to custom, and turn them off. 

 

You can only do this after the model has been linked – so edit the view template after you’ve 

finished adding your links. 

  



 

Imported Details 

It’s funny to me how little attention gets paid to the details. We’ve got years of legacy details that 

have been used over and over –

Revit is it forces us to take that consistent approach 

and Revit MEP together. 

One of big projects right now is to “

layer names. Once an AutoCAD detail is imported into a project, you can see and control the 

layers as imported categories. But if you’ve created them consistently, you can define and edit 

drafting view defaults so view templa

Let’s take a look at this – we’ll start by looking at an AutoCAD drawing we use on a lot of 

projects – it’s got few details, but everything is “

On the Revit side, I’ve already added some of our common layers as 
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It’s funny to me how little attention gets paid to the details. We’ve got years of legacy details that 

– with no real consistent approach. One of the things I like about 

Revit is it forces us to take that consistent approach – especially when you’re mixing AutoCAD 

One of big projects right now is to “revitize” our standard details so that they all have consistent 

layer names. Once an AutoCAD detail is imported into a project, you can see and control the 

. But if you’ve created them consistently, you can define and edit 

defaults so view templates can be applied. 

we’ll start by looking at an AutoCAD drawing we use on a lot of 

it’s got few details, but everything is “bylayer” in this case: 

On the Revit side, I’ve already added some of our common layers as line styles
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It’s funny to me how little attention gets paid to the details. We’ve got years of legacy details that 

with no real consistent approach. One of the things I like about 

especially when you’re mixing AutoCAD 

that they all have consistent 

layer names. Once an AutoCAD detail is imported into a project, you can see and control the 

. But if you’ve created them consistently, you can define and edit 

we’ll start by looking at an AutoCAD drawing we use on a lot of 

 

: 
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So here’s what we’re going to do – we’re going to import the detail we want to become a part of 

the project. Start by creating a new drafting view - from the import tab, select Import CAD: 

 

Browse to the folder where you keep your detail, and then select it – make sure you select these 

options first (Preserve Colors, All Layers, Autodetect Units and Center to Center): 
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Select Open to place the detail. You’ll see that it looks just like the AutoCAD detail – don’t worry 

about the text, since it will already be converted to a text type. We’re looking for consistency on 

the linework: 
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With the detail now in model, select it, and explode it. Any layers that have corresponding line 

styles will automatically adopt the settings for that style: 

 

Right click on your new detail in the project browser, and then select Create View Template 

from view – call it Default Detail View. Once you create the view template, you’ll see all of the 
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layers that came in that are now line styles – and you can adjust color, line pattern and weight 

as needed to create consistent detail views. 

 

Tip #7 – Standard Details created in AutoCAD should have layers matched to line styles, and 

then apply View templates to imported AutoCAD details to product consistent detail view 

graphics. 

Tip #8– For larger projects, create a project just for detail sheets, to keep model performance 

at a maximum. Only import details that are to be placed on the same sheet as model views. 

 

Filters 

In a view, Filters represent the top of the food chain. Filter can override any global object style, 

view setting or system types. In earlier releases, we used filters to control the color and linetype 

of pipe and duct based on system types – so we’re less likely to use them for these items. But, 

there are other elements we can use view filters on to give us what we need within the view. 

Let’s take a look at a way to control electrical element behavior in a view. 

From the view tab, select the filters tool. 
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I’ve already load an example of filters that can control patterns to show on 120V and 277V 

panels. In this case, the 120V Panels filter is set to apply to the electrical equipment category 

only. We’re using the panel type names that come with the default panels – so if you have a 

panel where the family name contains the characters, LP, then the filter will be applied to that 

part. 

 

The same applies to the 277v panel - it’s looking for a family name with the text, Panelboard – 

HP in the name: 
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Now that we know how the filter is defined, go to an electrical view, such as the 1-Power view. 

From the VG dialog, go to the filters tab. Select the Add button to add the two filters: 

 

After selecting both filters, pick OK. Next, select the 120V Panels filter, and then check the 

override for patterns – assign a solid fill to the pattern: 
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You can also adjust the color if desired. 

You can change the pattern on the 277 panel to diagonal lines, etc. as needed. 

Take a look at the panels I placed in the view – the 208 panels are black, while the 480 has no 

pattern in it. This is how filters give us more options to control the view, and make our 

construction documents clear and precise. 

Tip #9 – Apply filter rules to other devices that you want to be grouped – even if they’re 

different families or types. 
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Additional View Controls 

Some items can’t be set until you get your project started – for example, imported CAD files, 

Revit Links and Worksets have to be defined first. But once they’re in the project, set them up in 

a view the way you want them to appear, and create project specific view templates to spread 

the settings into other views – and save production time. 

Tip #10 – To control display of objects in linked files, select the link in the Revit Links dialog for 

VG. Change the Basics settings to Custom, and then edit the category for each tab to Custom, 

that you want to change. 

 

Once you have your view templates, defined, go to the Manage tab – at any time, you can use 

Transfer Project Standards to duplicate view templates for your project – and save tons of 

project setup time. 
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Conclusion 

So you’ve had a chance to get a quick look at the things I look for to make your Revit MEP act 

like it’s on steroids. Take advantage of these tips, and make your projects run better than ever! 

For more tips and trick, refer to my blog, The MEP CAD Engineer, at http://mep-

cad.blogspot.com. 

Thanks for attending! 

 

 


